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What is ESCO?

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home




WhyESCO?

Problem : National systems cannot "talk" to each other

Result : Jobs are not filled; education and labour market do not 
always understand each other

Solution : Common reference language



ESCO as a common reference language



ESCO in EURES
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ESCO & EURES

- New EURES Regulation 2016/589/EU

- Exchange of job vacancies and CVs/job applications

- Art. 19 (3)

"The Commission shall adopt and update, by means of implementing acts, the 
list of skills, competences and occupations of the European classification."

- Member States will adopt the European classification 
or map their national standards to it



ESCO
European Skills, Occupations and 

Qualifications

3 000  
Occupations

13 500
Skills + Knowledge



https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/occupation


https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/skill


https://vimeo.com/468190074/56778b6c2b


How can ESCO be used?



ESCO in digital applications: use cases
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Use of ESCO by EU services
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ESCO supports start - ups & SMEs



The ESCO skill hierarchy



Why a skill hierarchy?

×Mapping of national skills classifications to ESCO

×Competence -based job matching

×Compiling CVs and job vacancies

×Drafting of job descriptions, assessment of candidatesó skills etc.

×Design of educational curricula and drafting of learning outcomes

×Suggestion of training and learning opportunities

×Annotating qualifications with ESCO skill and knowledge concepts

×Creating skill self -assessment tools

×Big data analysis of job vacancies

×Career guidance and other HR services



Development of the hierarchy and allocation of 
ESCO skills

Experts

End 2019

ESCO team
Beg 2020

2019

2019





Skills

ÅCanadian Job Bank

ÅO*NET

Knowledge

ÅISCED -F

Sources



3 - level skill hierarchy
Broader

Narrower



ÇMono -hierarchical structure;

ÇCombination of both occupation -specific and transversal skill 
categories;

ÇSector - independent

Basic elements of the hierarchy



ÇFind skills easier

ÇFree to determine the level depending on the granularity of 
the curriculum. If not able to match learning outcomes to 
skills, the user can match to the higher level (skill group).  

Why is a skill hierarchy important when 
matching learning outcomes to skills?



New list of transversal skills


